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Introduction:

Other than being already caught in the Web of Alzheimer’s, there is nothing worse than the 
Fear that one might be going into ‘That Web’.

Holistc Medicine, among other things is one mechanism for pulling out or redirecting people 
away from that web or other Dementing and Mind Bending webs.

I

What is Holistic Medicine

As I approached my 50th birthday several years ago, I thought of taking a Sabbatcal from 
“Routne Medical Practce: Hypertension, Diabetes, Arthrits, Gout, hhronic back pain, Infectous
Diseases, Malaria …” I thought I was going to take two years of to go to Divinity School but 
instead circumstances directed me to The AntiiAging medicine which was beginning to sprout 
at that tme.

I got into AntiAging Medicine more out of curiosity than to change my medical practce at that 
tme.  

But, as I studied for my Board and did the accompanying Research, I became aware of the more
encompassing realm of Medicine called Holistc medicine.

Yes, I had done Acupuncture; tried Alternate Therapies like My Grandmother’s Herbal Medicine;
Meditation and Relaxation Therapies for Stress Management; Hypnosis for Phobias and Fear 
Syndromes; Physical Therapy (PT) for physical ailments; Sound and Echo therapies and more…



But it was only when I looked at  my Serial Accumulation of Knowledge  under the Holistc 
Medicine Light that I realized that the medicine that tends to the Totil Wellness of Body, Mind
and Spirit is Holistc medicine also known as Comprehensive Heilth Cire.

As St. Paul the Apostle says […..] we all know that the Body, though made of many parts (Head, 
Neck, Hands, Feet…) is One Body.  So, if you want a defniton, I suppose I can say that; “The 
medical practce that looks at, and takes cire of a Person, as a Living Whole Person; Fully 
Present and Functonal with their own Mind-Body-Spirit for the Time, Place and Society they 
live in” is Holistic Practice.

II

My Book, The Healing Charism  (www.dorchizea.com) deals in details with the hompositon of a
living Human Being asiMindiBodyiSpirit. So we do not have to spend our limited tme going 
over that.

But since you specifcally asked me to homment on “Our Bodies Temple of the Holy Spirit” we 
will herein, briefy discuss how Holistc Medicine Practce incorporate this truth. 

In this Triad of: MindiBodyiSpirit, the entty called A Person, is Alive because of the presence of 
the Spirit, within that entty.

The Bible tells us in Genesis [2:7] that our Human material was made from Eirth miters. “And 
the Lord God formed a man of dust of the ground. And breathed in his nostril the breith of 
life; and man became a living being.”

That breath of God, is the Spirit, and the Earth materials the Body and Mind of a person. 

The word Temple refers to the Spiritual Housing, i.e. the building where the Spirit dwells in.So, 
our Bodies become the Temple of the Holy Spirit at the Dawn of creaton when God who is 
Spirit “breathed into the materials of the dust of the ground and began the In-Dwelling which 
endow us with what we call Life. 

So, “man became a living being” [Gen2:7]

1. While in the womb, the Mother’s Blood, which sustains the Pre-Born Biby through the 
umbilical cord sustains the hhild (who is being molded by the ‘dust of the ground’ with 
the food/Nutrients the Mother takes in from the Harvests of the Earth’s produce. 

2. At Birth, with the frst breath the hhild takes, the Spirit of God, (independent of the 
Mother), enters this New Body, who now becomes the personil and specific ‘Temple of
the Holy Spirit’

This is the First hry! The First Hilleluiihi Holy Spirit You are Welcome in this place to Dwell for 
as long as the Breith Giver wills. 

Now you know why ‘Our Bodies are the Temple of the Holy Spirit.’



III

How Does this New Person Function:

As explained in my Book, the The Heiling Chirism, Once the breath of God, the Holy Spirit 
enters independently into us as Our Life, we begin the series of Functons and interactons with 
our Environment, Family, hommunity, Society and the World at large that we call: Our Life.

Which runs from Newborn, to hhild, to Adolescent, to Young Adult, to Mature Adult, to 
Parents/ Uncles/ Auntes, to Family/ hommunity Elders… untl the Holy Spirits Dwelling inside 
us, returns to whence it camei God; The Breith Giver. 

Now, how we functon through these stages depend on the Choices we make. That is the 
Functon of the MIND. 

The Mind component in us, is there to help us reason and make appropriate hhoices based on 
our reasoning. A Healthy, Functonal Mind is one good reason for Educiton and Triining. 

That our early years, when our brains (Mind) and Body are stll developing are spent in school 
and training in Skills acquisiton is the logical sequence for preparing for Adulthood.


